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This stanza also applies to the following McGraw-Hill resources:

- McGraw-Hill AccessAnesthesiology
- McGraw-Hill AccessBiomedical Science
- McGraw-Hill AccessCardiology
- McGraw-Hill AccessEmergency Medicine
- McGraw-Hill AccessHemOnc
- McGraw-Hill AccessMedicina
- McGraw-Hill AccessMedicine
- McGraw-Hill AccessNeurology
- McGraw-Hill AccessObGyn
- McGraw-Hill AccessPediatrics
- McGraw-Hill AccessPharmacy
- McGraw-Hill AccessPhysiotherapy
- McGraw-Hill AccessSurgery
- McGraw-Hill Case Files Collection
- McGraw-Hill Clinical Sports Medicine Collection
- McGraw-Hill F.A. Davis AT Collection
- McGraw-Hill F.A. Davis PT Collection
- McGraw-Hill JAMAreference
- McGraw-Hill Murtagh Collection
- McGraw-Hill OMMBID
- McGraw-Hill Pharmacotherapy Principles & Practice

In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an SSL certificate.

Title McGraw-Hill Medical (updated 20200102)
HTTPHeader -request -process X-Requested-With
URL http://www.mhmedical.com
HJ https://www.mhmedical.com
HJ https://accessmedicine.mhmedical.com
HJ https://accessanesthesiology.mhmedical.com
HJ https://accessemergencymedicine.mhmedical.com
HJ https://accesspediatrics.mhmedical.com
HJ https://accesspharmacy.mhmedical.com
HJ https://accesssurgery.mhmedical.com
HJ https://www.fadavispt.mhmedical.com
A Hosted EZproxy Include File is available for this resource. Hosted EZproxy customers will receive automatic updates with OCLC’s latest version of this stanza. Note: Hosted EZproxy customers in the Americas using self-service may reference the Include File by adding the following line to config.txt:

```
IncludeFile databases/mhmedical.txt
```